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Abstract
The analysis of social interaction networks is essential for
understanding and modeling network structures as well as
the behavior of the involved actors. This paper describes
an analysis at large scale using (sensor) data collected by
RFID tags complemented by self-report data obtained using surveys. We focus on the social network of a students’
freshman week, and investigate research questions concerning group behavior and structure, gender homophily,
and inter-relations of sensor-based (RFID) and self-report
social networks. Such analyses are a first step for enhancing interactions and enabling proactive guidance.
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Introduction
The analysis of group interaction and dynamics is an important task for providing insights into human behavior. Based
on the social distributional hypothesis [21] stating that users
with similar interaction characteristics tend to be semantically related, we investigate such interaction networks, and

Context and Setup
We examined the first week
of freshman students at a
psychology degree program.
This freshman week is organized as a special course
(five days) before the regular
courses start, with a total
attendance time of about 25
hours. The course aims to
provide the new students
with relevant information
about the university, the
degree program, and its
contents. Furthermore, professors and other lecturers,
the department chairs, and
important committees are
introduced. In particular, this
week offers a major opportunity to become acquainted
with fellow students.
The structure of the freshman week included organized plenary sessions and
’free sessions’. The first day
consisted of a general introduction (plenary) and a
special introductory (free)
session helping students to
get to know each other. In
the following days, plenary
sessions mixed with ’free
sessions’ took place.

analyze the respective relations. Often, behavioral social
network data is captured using questionnaires. In addition,
social media and mobile devices allow the collection of interaction data at large scale, e. g., Bluetooth-enabled mobile
phone data [9], or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
devices [11]. However, the combination of both sources is
used rather seldomly so far.
In this paper, we present an analysis of social interactions
on networks of face-to-face proximity complemented by
self-report data in the context of a students’ freshman week.
We collected two types of network data: Person-to-person
interaction using self-report questionnaires and active RFID
(radio frequency identification) tags with proximity sensing, cf. [11]. We focus on structural and dynamic behavioral
aspects as well as on properties of the participants, i. e.,
gender homophily. Furthermore, we investigate the relation
of social interaction networks of face-to-face (F2F) proximity
and networks based on self-reports (SRN), extending the
analysis in [27]. The insights of such a behavioral analytics
approach can then be integrated into anticipatory ubiquitous systems, such as the augmented U BICON platform [8].
Summarizing our results, we show that there are distinctive structural and behavioral patterns in the face-to-face
proximity network corresponding to the activities of the
freshman week. Specifically, we analyze the evolution of
contacts, as well as the individual connectivity according
to the phases of the event. Furthermore, we show the influence of gender homophily on the face-to-face proximity
activity. Finally, our results also show a correlation between
F2F and SRN. These results indicate that there are distinctive structures and relations between the different networks
which can then be used – together with the structural and
dynamic findings – in order to support anticipatory ubiquitous systems, e. g., for proactive guidance.

Related Work
The SocioPatterns collaboration developed an infrastructure that detects close-range and face-to-face proximity
(1-1.5 meters) of individuals wearing proximity tags with a
temporal resolution of 20 seconds [13]. In contrast to, e. g.,
bluetooth-based methods that allow the analysis based on
co-location data [9], here face-to-face proximity can be observed with a probability of over 99% using the interval of
20 seconds for a minimal contact duration. This infrastructure has been deployed in various environments for studying the dynamics of human contacts, e. g., conferences [13,
5, 18], or workplaces [4].
The analysis of interaction and groups, and their evolution, respectively, are prominent topics in social sciences,
e. g., [28, 7]. The temporal evolution of contact networks
and induced communities is analyzed, for example, in [10,
16]. Also, the evolution of social groups has been investigated in a community-based analysis [23] using bibliographic and call-detail records. Furthermore, the analysis of link relations and their prediction is investigated in,
e. g., [17, 14]. Overall, social interaction networks in online
and offline contexts, important features, as well as methods
for analysis are summarized in [2].
In contrast to the approaches summarized above, this paper focuses on networks of face-to-face proximity (F2F) at a
students’ freshman week, combining RFID-based networks
of a newly composed group with networks obtained by selfreports (SRN). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the first time that such an analysis has been performed
using real-world networks of face-to-face proximity of a
newly composed group together with the corresponding
questionnaire data. In that context, we analyze patterns and
interaction dynamics in those networks, investigate gender
homophily and assess the relations between F2F and SRN.

Table 1: High level statistics for networks F2F (i) of face-to-face proximity with a minimal contact (duration) threshold i, collected using the
RFID devices. Statistics are determined according to the aggregated contact length and minimal individual contact thresholds i: Number of
nodes and edges, average degree, average strength (weighted degree), average path length APL, diameter dia , density d ,
clustering coefficient C , average betweenness, eigenvector and closeness centralities, number and size of the largest weakly connected
component #CC and |CC|max , respectively.
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Figure 1: Contact count (per
second) during the freshman week.

Figure 1 shows the contact
activity during the freshman week: On the first day
(Monday) the students got
welcomed, spent time to
get to know one another
and got the relevant overall
information about the studies. On Tuesday students
were introduced to the various departments, continued
on Wednesday. On Thursday, students were given
information about possible
post-graduate occupational
areas. Finally, on Friday the
students got information
about exams and chose
the cources for their first
semester. Further, they could
interact freely during an one
hour lunch buffet.

Dataset
The dataset contains data from 77 students (60 females
and 17 males) attending the introductory freshman week.
We asked each student to wear an active RFID tag while
they were staying at the facility. The RFID deployment at
the freshman week utilized a variant of the M Y G ROUP [4]
system for data collection. Participants volunteered to wear
active RFID proximity tags, which can sense and log the
close-range face-to-face proximity of individuals wearing
them. During the freshman week, participants then integrated the RFID tags into their name tags. This setup allowed us to map out time-resolved networks of face-to-face
contacts among the attendees. In total, the dataset contains
16780 proximity contacts, i. e., all detected contacts during
the indoor activities including breaks and intervening periods. Moreover, also close smoking areas, the garden and
the outer entrance area could be reached as well.
Using the F2F proximity networks, we generated a set of
undirected networks F2F (i) using a minimal contact duration i in order to distinguish weaker and stronger ties.
An edge {u, v} is created, iff. a face-to-face contact with
a duration of at least i seconds among participants u and

v was detected (i ∈ {0, 60, 180, 300}. While in general
topical importance in conversation varies, e. g., [12], we
utilize the methodological approach using increasing minimal contacts lengths for focusing on stronger ties, cf. [5,
26]: As presented, e. g., in [5, 18] longer contacts tend to
correlate with more homophily-induced conversations. Furthermore, the ’filter’ thresholds were selected according to
the thresholds used for detecting the end of a contact, and
on the empirical fact that there were breaks of about 300
seconds between longer items of the schedule of the freshman week. For each edge {u, v}, we determine a weight
according to the sum of all according contact durations between u and v . Note that we chose to aggregate contacts
over the whole event (in contrast, for example, to the procedure in [15]), due to the total short duration of the observed
time during the event. Table 1 contains summary statistics
for F2F (i), (i ∈ {0, 60, 180, 300}.

Analysis
In the following we present the analysis results and investigate (1) structural and behavioral patterns of F2F, (2) aspects of gender homophily of F2F, and (3) structural associations between F2F and SRN.
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Structural Aspects. Table 1
shows that the contact network
is well connected, with a rather
low diameter. The density of
the network is reduced with
an increasing minimal contact
(duration) threshold i, while
the diameter remains relatively
stable. Furthermore, we observe an increasing average
betweenness centrality for
longer conversations, while
the eigenvector centrality is
slightly decreasing. Considering F2F (300) the average
degree is similar to the value
of the self-report networks, see
Table 4, which already indicates
the impact of longer contacts.
For increasing minimal conversation thresholds, the average
degree is decreasing which can
be explained by more focused
conversations.
Self-Report Data. At the very
end of the week we asked
the students to select those
fellow students from an exhaustive list, with whom (1)
they interacted much during
the introductory course, (2)
they would like to cooperate,
(3) they would ask for advice
(mentoring). Using this data we
modeled according matrices
denoting directed networks.
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Figure 2: Strength/degree proportion.

Structural Patterns - Contact Network
The contact length distribution follows a typical long-tailed
distribution similar to those observed at conferences [5, 18]
– with an increasing minimal contact threshold we observe
a shift focusing on the longer conversations. Also, the degree distributions show that an increasing minimal contact
threshold helps to select the more “active” participants with
respect to a set of diverse contacts, indicated by medium to
high degree nodes.
Concerning the degree distribution, we furthermore investigated the trend between the strength and the degree of
a node, measured by the average strength s(k) of nodes
of degree k in comparison to the degree (k ). As described
in [10], typically a linear dependency of the average strength
of nodes of a certain degree with the average link weight
and the degree is expected. Then, a deviation of the trends

of the lines shown in Figure 2 indicates some interesting
trends: We observe increasing trends for the strength/degree
lines that are more pronounced for the networks with lower
thresholds, while the 300s network is almost converging to
a horizontal trend line. This indicates the importance of certain “super-spreader” nodes with a large degree, cf. [10],
that seem to be relatively important for shorter conversations: The increasing trends are stronger for smaller
minimum contact thresholds, while they tend to decrease
slightly in the network with the largest minimum contact
threshold (300s). This is also in line with the observation of
the decreasing degree distributions for higher thresholds. A
possible explanation for these findings concerns the spread
of small talk (lower thresholds) in the social interaction network, while more meaningful (longer) conversations are
more evenly distributed accross the nodes (higher thresholds). Therefore, such super-spreader nodes are rather
important in the context of the freshman week in order to
establish initial connections between participants.
Homophily Effects
In the following, we investigate gender-related differences
in the contact networks. We focused on gender, because
it is a very salient attribute in the context of examining psychology freshman in Germany. However, attributes such
as age and ethnicity can influence the choice of interaction partners as well. Though, for our sample, we found age
and ethnicity to be not varying very much. Table 3 shows
network statistics for a set of aggregated contact networks
contructed according to minimum contact thresholds as
described above. The degree values of the larger group (females) are always larger than the co-group (males). This is
consistent accross the networks induced by different minimal conversation thresholds, and also holds for the different
strengths. This can already be regarded as a weak indicator of gender-related differences.
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Table 2: Aggregated contact length statistics and network properties for F2F (0): All contacts, and those between female (f) and male (m)
participants: Number of nodes and edges, average degree, average strength, average path length APL, diameter d, density,
clustering coefficient C , average betweenness, eigenvector and closeness centralities, number and size of the largest weakly connected
component #CC and |CC|max .
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Figure 3: Aggregated contact
lengths for the contact networks
between female (f) and male (m)
participants.

Table 3: Aggregated contact length
statistics and network properties
for networks F2F (i); contacts for
female (f) and male (m)
participants: average degree,
average strength, average
betweenness, Eigenvector and
Closeness centralities, respectively.
Network

∅deg.
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F2F (60, m)
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Figure 3 shows the aggregated cumulative contact lengths
distributions between female and male participants: Mixedgender edges tend to correspond to shorter aggregated
contacts compared to interactions between individuals of
the same gender - intra-group communication is more frequent (red and black lines) compared to inter-group communication (blue line). Overall, the observations shown in
Figure 3 confirm the trends of [26] in a new context: The
results indicate, that the aggregated contacts are broadly
distributed: there is no typical contact duration for a specific
type of contact, with no characteristic time scale.
Table 2 shows further network statistics for female - female,
female - male, and male - male contacts. As shown in the
table, the intra-group networks are much more dense than
the inter-group network, while the betweenness centrality
in the inter-group network is the highest. A closer look reveals, that the betweenness values are rather unevenly distributed. There are many nodes with a betweenness value
of zero (exclusively females), while there are also many with
extreme values (e.g., betweenness > 100), a group that is
dominated by male participants. This can be explained by
the bi-partite graph structure and the smaller share of male
participants which act as important bridges in the graph.

In order to ground the statistical analysis further, we investigated the empirical contact distributions following the
approach proposed in [26]: We compare the empirically
determined contact ratios to a null model constructed by
graphs such that the probability of an edge connecting two
nodes is independent of the genders of the nodes, in order
to assess the probability that the empirically observed contact networks is generated from such a network structure.
For obtaining the null-model values and according confidence intervals we basically apply the approach presented
in [19] for generating a set of random networks by rewiring
the original one. Figure 4 shows the empirical values of
the fraction of edges between female - female (ff), female male (fm), and male - male (mm) participants, in comparison to the null-model as discussed above. The null model
plot for each network covers the 95% confidence interval.
As can be observed from Figure 4, we can reject the null
hypothesis of gender independence at the 5% confidence
level: The communication edges are not gender-independent,
since none of the empirical values fit with the 95% confidence interval of the null models. In line with this observation, the ratio of edges for female participants is always
above the values obtained from the null model, as well as
the edge ratio of males. Conforming to the analysis results
discussed above, the ratio of edges for mixed-gender inter-

Table 4: Overall (undirected)
network parameters of the
self-report networks (I: Interaction,
C: Cooperation, M: Mentoring).
#Nodes (V), #Edges (E), Avg.
degree, diameter (d), density (D).
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teraction network (SRN.int), for example, we observe that
the number of connections (483), diameter (4), the average degree (9.29) and the density (0.17) are rather different
compared to the F2F, cf. Table 1. We measure rather large
deviations concerning the average degree and the density.
As expected, this indicates that F2F covers more interactions during the observed time. These findings are also
true for the cooperation and mentoring networks, while both
surprisingly show a diameter that is actually equal to the
diameter of F2F.
When we focus on the centrality measures, especially on
the degree centrality we also observe correlations between
F2F and SRN, see Table 5 focusing on the aggregated contact networks according to different minimal contact thresholds. These confirm our observations for the matching between the networks discussed above. We observe the trend
that the larger the (face-to-face) interaction, the higher the
chance to be selected for cooperation or mentoring.

Conclusions
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Table 5: Degree correlation
between the aggregated F2F
network with different minimal
contact thresholds τ and
self-report interaction networks (I:
Interaction, C: Cooperation, M:
Mentoring) estimated using
Spearman’s rank order correlation
coefficients: *p < .05, **p < .01,
two-tailed.

●
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●

mm(0)

I
C
M

actions is below the values of the null model. This points to
same-gender preferences, similar to results of [26] in the
contexts of schools. Furthermore, we observe an impact
of stronger ties, since the ratios for single gender contacts
increase for increasing minimal conversation thresholds,
while the ratios for mixed gender contacts decrease.

Figure 4: Comparison of empirical edge ratio vs. null-model
results (95% confidence interval) of the contacts of female and
male participants.

Structural Associations between F2F and SRN
As described above, we collected self-report data using
questionnaires including information about interactions, cooperation and mentoring relations. Table 4 shows some
statistics regarding the networks as undirected for an easier comparison to the F2F network. For the self-report in-

This paper presented nove analysis results of social interaction on networks of face-to-face proximity in the context
of a newly composed group, complemented by self-report
data. We analyzed data of a students’ freshman week and
showed that there are distinctive structural patterns in the
F2F data corresponding to the activities of the freshman
week. This concerns both the static structure as well as its
dynamic evolution of contacts and the individual connectivity in the network according to the individual phases of
the event. Furthermore, we showed the effects of gender
homophily on the contact activity. Finally, our results also
indicate existing structural associations between the faceto-face proximity network and various self-report networks.
In the context of introductory courses, this points out the
importance of stronger ties (long conversations) between

Future work. For future work,
we aim to analyze structure and
semantics [20, 22, 21] further,
e. g., in order to investigate, if
different network data can be
predicted, e. g., [24, 14]. For
that, also multiplex networks,
e. g., based on co-location
proximity information [25] can
be applied. Here, knowledgeintensive subgroup discovery
and exceptional model mining,
e. g., [1, 3, 6] provide interesting approaches, especially
when combining compositional
and structural analysis, i. e., on
attributed graphs [6]. Furthermore, we aim to integrate our
results into smart approaches,
e. g., as enabled by augmenting the U BICON platform [4].
Potential goals include enhancing interactions at such
events, as well as to support
the organization of such events
concerning group composition,
and the setup of activities both
at the micro- and macro-level.
Developing suitable recommendation, notification, and
proactive guidance systems
that are triggered according to
the events structure and dynamics are further directions for
future work.

the students at the very beginning of their studies for fostering an easier start, better cooperativeness and support between the students. Our results especially show the positive
effect of the freshman week for supporting the connectivity
between students; the analysis also indicates the benefit
of such a course of five days with respect to the interaction and contact patterns in contrast to shorter introductory
courses. Such insights into contact patterns and their dynamics enable design and modeling decision support for
organizing such events and for enhancing interaction of its
participants, e. g., considering group organization, recommendations, notifications, and proactive guidance.
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